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FIRST EDITION (BRUCCOLI CLARK)
¶ First printing, 1980
Collation: (27.8 X 21.1 cm), [1–3]8 [4]4 [5–10]8, 76 leaves, pp. unpaginated
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Title page: Two pages: Left page: \butterfly drawing by Nabokov in red\ |
BRUCCOLI CLARK PUBLISHERS, BLOOMFIELD HILLS,
MICHIGAN, AND COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA. Right page:
Lectures | on | \underlined in red\ Ulysses | A FACSIMILE OF THE
MANUSCRIPT | \facsimile of the author’s signature in red\ Vladimir
Nabokov | WITH A FOREWORD BY A. WALTON LITZ | 19
\publisher’s device\ 80
Copyright page: Copyright © 1980 by the Estate of Vladimir Nabokov. |
Foreword copyright © 1980 by Bruccoli Clark, Inc.

Colophon: This Facsimile Edition of Vladimir Nabokov’s Lectures on |
Ulysses was printed on 80 lb. Mohawk Superfine paper by | The Murray
Printing Company, Westford, Massachusetts, | and bound in Kennett
natural finish Buckram by | A. Horowitz & Sons, Fairfield, New Jersey. |
The book was designed by Barbara DuPree Knowles; | production was
supervised by Peter H. Grant; | and the photography was by Pat Crawford |
at Imagery, Columbia, South Carolina. | Five hundred copies have been
printed, | of which copies numbered 1 to 480 | are for sale; | copies i-xx are
| reserved for the publisher. | This is copy number \copy number\
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A52.1 First printing, 1980,
cover, front

Typography/Paper: Mohawk Superfine
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Binding: Natural buckram over boards with headband. Own ends (first leaf
of first signature and last leaf of last signature serve as pastedown
endpapers). All edges trimmed. Front cover: \gilt stamping of author’s
signature\. Back cover: \blank\. Spine: \running down within red box
background\ \gilt\ NABOKOV : LECTURES ON ULYSSES | \running
across\ \gilt publisher’s device\

A52.1 First printing, 1980, title
page, facing

Covering: Glassine
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Contents: [1] pastedown endpaper, [2–3] opening pages of Nabokov’s
teaching copy of Ulysses, [4] blank, [5] half-title, [6–7] title pages, [8]
copyright page, [9–11] foreword, [12] blank, [13] fly-title, [14] note, [15–
147] holograph text, [148] colophon, [149] blank, [150–51] closing pages
of Nabokov’s teaching copy of Ulysses, [152] pastedown endpaper

Price: $75.00
Press run: 500 copies
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A52.1 First printing, 1980, title
page

A52.1 First printing, 1980,
copyright page

Description: This holograph reproduction of Nabokov’s 129 handwritten
pages of text and drawings and four typewritten pages was issued in a
limited edition of 500 copies, 480 numbered 1–480 and 20 numbered i–xx.
Since unnumbered copies have been noted by collectors, the press run was
certainly more than 500. In addition, the publisher offered copies in
custom bindings.
Additional Works: Foreword by A. Walton Litz
Works:
1) Lectures on Ulysses (holograph)
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colophon
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